Healthcare IoT Cybersecurity Platform
Secure. Faster.

Ensure the Access and Availability of Every Connected Medical
Device to Improve Overall Patient Safety
Save time and budget by gaining total control over the lifecycle of every
medical device with automated asset discovery and inventory, risk
assessment, location tracking, and device utilization.
Connected medical devices power healthcare's digital
transformation. But they’re also healthcare’s weakest link.
While they introduce greater accessibility to medical care
and optimize clinical workflows, they often run outdated
and unpatchable operating systems and firmware.

Patchable devices are also difficult to secure and take
offline for maintenance because of their critical roles in
patient care. This makes them inherently vulnerable to
cyber attacks like ransomware and places healthcare
facilities at risk.

Scalable medical device asset management for
healthcare organizations of any size and structure
◼ Total asset visibility across multiple sites
◼ Clinically aware end-to-end, real-time asset
discovery and profiling
◼ Safe and easy patch management for medical
devices running legacy OS/firmware
◼ Secure mission-critical assets to decrease
organizational risk and safeguard your reputation
◼ Assist with emergency preparedness and achieve
more with fewer resources

With the recent adoption of Cynerio, we've been able to fully mitigate medical device security
risk(s). The tools and resources that the Cynerio platform has been able to provide us with have
been amazing. Cynerio is vital to our ability to protect our entire infrastructure.
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Our automated inventory and asset
management works for you
It’s impossible to map and inventory thousands (and often tens of
thousands) of connected assets manually. Cynerio integrates seamlessly
with your existing infrastructure to automate continuous end-to-end
and clinically-enriched asset discovery. Healthcare organizations
leverage our platform to optimize resource management and capacity
planning, security and preventative maintenance, and expedite asset
relocation in emergency scenarios.
Every device is tracked in real time and profiled to give you
granular information on:
◼ Manufacturer, make, and
model
◼ Operating system
◼ Firmware version
◼ Serial number
◼ MAC address
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Static vs. dynamic IP
FDA class and recalls
Open services and ports
Known vulnerabilities
Communications patterns
and many more

We integrate with your existing CMMS/AM infrastructure
Our dynamic platform adapts and integrates with your existing solutions and infrastructure,
enriching them with clinical context, to optimize the investments you’ve already made.
Asset Management/ITSM

We help streamline
device procurement

Real-Time Locating Systems (RTLS)

Wireless Network Controllers

Our platform saves you time and costs with solutions built to optimize your
device procurement process, boost emergency preparedness, and bridge the
gap between Biomed/CE and IT security teams:
◼ Robust device utilization data helps you make quick, informed decisions and
avoid double purchases with drilldowns into device usage, clinical impact
and criticality by ward and site
◼ Easy access to MDS2 forms, including for devices not yet in your inventory,
to ensure devices adhere to organizational security policies pre-purchase
◼ The ability to easily apply MDS2 data to device-level security policies helps
ensure devices receive necessary updates, patches, and support services
to optimize and prolong functionality

We track FDA recalls for you
Cynerio’s FDA recall tracking automatically locates affected
devices so you don’t have to search manually.

We enable your organization to
comply with HIPAA and JCAHO
standards
The Cynerio platform generates reports demonstrating
full compliance with HIPAA and JCAHO standards with
just a click. We identify every ePHI-holding device, monitor
communications, pinpoint devices that might be vulnerable
to cyber attacks due to outdated software or firmware,
and automatically create actionable plans you can use to
update and patch devices fast.

We give you full control over
third-party vendor access
Our Vendor Access Management feature grants you total
control over third-party vendor access to connected devices
on your network. Use it to:
◼ Align with your IT team to ensure device accessibility
and service continuity
◼ See which vendors are connecting, when, and why
◼ Allow vendors to connect to devices only as necessary
for maintenance and support services

“

Why
Cynerio?
We’re a medical device security
leader and our mission is simple:
protect medical devices from cyber
attacks to ensure patient safety, data
confidentiality, and service availability.
We view cybersecurity as a standard part
of patient care and focus on ensuring
the safety of every medical device
with proactive and preemptive attack
prevention tools.
Our unique approach to medical device
security has been recognized by top
analyst firms. We were named as a
Gartner Cool Vendor in the prestigious
2020 Cyber-Physical Systems Security
Report, and were recognized as an
industry Leader in Forrester’s 2020
Connected Medical Device Security
report.

Cynerio offers strong insight into medical device activity and correlations
between device telemetry, clinical workflow, and external threat feeds. Unique
offerings include MITRE ATT&CK mapping, deception technologies, and MDS2
intake. Its UI is also one of the easiest to navigate."

For more information, visit us at www.cynerio.com

